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Abstract

Acute multiligament knee injuries (MLKI) are those in which more than two ligaments are injured and which present within a period of three weeks. Treatment of life threatening conditions, neurovascular injuries, peri-articular fractures and irreducible dislocations take precedence over ligaments in setting of an acute MLKI associated with or without knee dislocations. There is no consensus or well defined guidelines regarding management of these complex injuries. For medial sided injuries, early repair for avulsions with good tissue quality and reconstruction for mid substance tears or poor tissue quality is a reasonable approach. Early repairs of posterolateral corner structures have had good functional outcomes but failure rates of such repairs are higher compared to a reconstruction. Better stability and better knee range of motion have been reported in knees with cruciate reconstructions than repairs in an acute setting. Primary suture repair in indicated low demand patients has shown promising outcomes. However, the risks of arthrofibrosis and revision surgery must be explained to the patients undergoing and arthroscopy for cruciate repairs. Use of synthetic augmentation seems reasonable although there is no strong science to support this presumption. A comparative study between homogenous injury groups would perhaps shed more light on the relevance of repair or reconstruction in acute surgery for MLKI.
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Introduction

The spectrum of knee dislocation (KD) can involve injury to the ligaments, cartilage, bone and soft tissue envelope of the knee or vital structures like the popliteal artery and common peroneal nerve. If the patient has concomitant injuries of other vital organs like a head or chest trauma, the management of such potentially life-threatening conditions take precedence over the knee. However, the presence of a vascular injury or nerve injury very often necessitates surgical intervention in the acute phase to salvage the limb. Similarly, an irreducible knee dislocation also requires early surgery to reduce the joint and perform an external fixation as part of early stabilization, with or without ligament surgery. Peri-articular fractures in association with knee dislocation also need to be treated on an emergent basis. Another unusual injury which always requires surgery on an urgent basis is a disruption of the extensor apparatus of the knee- either a patella tendon rupture or a quadriceps tear. (Fig. 1) Surgery for treatment of ligament injuries comes next in the sequence when planning early surgical intervention.

Surgery for the ligaments, whether repair or reconstruction, in the acute period has been a subject of much debate and discussion. In fact, there is no consensus on the time point for classifying a surgery or injury as acute or chronic [1]. It has been proposed that 3 weeks be the cut-off to label a surgery as acute, because beyond this time, the tissue planes become less defined due to scarring and this can impact the outcome [2, 3]. However, Geeslin et al., in their case series of “acute” management of grade 3 posterolateral corner injuries, included patients who had trauma in the preceding 6 weeks [4]. Therefore, an “acute” case of knee dislocation is somewhere up to 3 to 6 weeks after injury. It has been reported that early surgery within 2 weeks of injury yields better outcomes in terms of overall return of knee function, activity level and anterior stability [5]. Further, the superior clinical results of acute one stage surgery for all injured ligaments does not depend on which collateral structure (medial or lateral) is injured [6].

This narrative review explores the current status of ligament surgery in the acute or early stage. The injured structures can either be repaired end to end or to the bony attachments with sutures; or they may be reconstructed with grafts of any kind. We shall discuss what the published literature recommends with regards repairing the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), posterior cruciate ligament (PCL), Posterolateral Corner (PLC) and Posteromedial Corner (PMC) in a multiligament knee injury (MLKI) setting.

Indications and Technique of Repairs

There are several described techniques to reconstruct the ACL, PCL, PLC and PMC (including the medial collateral ligament), with autograft, allograft and/or synthetic materials. The methods of repairing these torn ligaments with sutures are even more variable. There is general agreement that bony avulsions of any of these ligaments are amenable to fixation/repair. Rarer still is the presence of scientific data evaluating the outcomes of such suture repairs, especially in the presence of MLKI of a homogenous type.

1. Medial Side Injuries:
The posteromedial structures of the knee, including medial collateral ligament and posterior oblique ligament, have a propensity towards natural healing. Hence, isolated tears
based on injury pattern and not randomized. Femoral injuries were conserved, mid-substance repaired using semitendinosus tendon by the Bosworth technique and tibial avulsion or Stener lesions were repaired using suture anchor or screw and spiked washer [11].

There is scant literature directly comparing repair versus reconstruction for PMC in a multiligament injured knee. A nuanced approach to either repair or reconstruct the tear based on the injury pattern has been suggested. Distal based tibial avulsion or presence of a Stener-type lesion with incarceration of MCL within the joint, are amenable to repair [12] (Fig. 2). Kovacevich et al performed a systematic review to analyze the operative outcome of surgery for medi al injuries in MLKI. It included five studies of MCL repair and three studies of reconstruction and all these were level IV studies. Satisfactory results were reported in patients who were treated by either strategy as assessed by patient reported outcome measures and laxity on stress radiography [13]. However, this systematic review is more than a decade old. Stannard et al compared the results of repair and reconstruction in 73 dislocated knee with PMC tears in a non-randomized study. Direct repair was performed using suture anchors for patients with femur or tibial avulsions, having good tissue quality and operated within 4 weeks of injury. The failure rate was 20% in the repair group compared to 4% in the reconstruction group and this difference was statistically significant. However, the number of patients who returned to pre-injury activity level was similar in both groups. One-fifth patients in both groups developed arthrofibrosis [14]. Thus, patients with MLKI and grade 3 medial injuries must be treated surgically. Early repair for avulsions with good tissue quality (Fig. 3) and reconstruction for mid-substance tears or poor tissue is a reasonable approach. It is worthwhile to protect the repair from stretching out by augmentation with a tendon graft or synthetic tapes and permit earlier range
of motion. Augmentation of repair with suture tapes for both superficial MCL and posterior oblique ligament has been shown to restore valgus and rotary laxity close to the native state. This technique also reduces strain on the ACL [15]. Primary repair and FiberTape® augmentation by a mini-open technique, using 2 incisions at proximal and distal MCL insertions has also been described. This technique causes lesser surgical trauma and will likely cause lesser stiffness [16].

2. Lateral Side Injuries:
The posterolateral corner (PLC) of the knee includes the fibular collateral ligament (FCL), popliteus tendon, popliteofibular ligament and the posterolateral capsule. These structures are injured in 43%-80% of all knee dislocations. The decision to repair or reconstruct the PLC would depend on the timing of surgery and pattern of tear [17]. Early surgery is especially important at this site prior to formation of scar tissue which precludes safe common peroneal nerve isolation, besides making a repair difficult in this “lax” area of the knee. Shelbourne reported the outcomes of “en masse” repair of the lateral structures in their cohort of 21 patients after 5.6 years. The mean IKDC score was 91.3 and modified Noyes score was 93, but the scores were higher for patients operated within 4 weeks of injury. Stress radiography revealed increased lateral opening of 1.1 ± 1.7 mm and MRI demonstrated that the lateral structures were thickened but intact [18]. Geeslin and LaPrade have advocated a hybrid approach to manage grade 3 PLC injuries. They recommended a direct repair with suture anchors or recess technique, if the structures were avulsed from bone and could be reduced to their native insertion with the knee in full extension. However, for all mid-substance tears or if the tissue was stretched, reconstruction with auto or allograft was performed. The subjective outcome scores and laxity on stress radiography significantly improves using this method of treatment in all patients [4]. A bony avulsion of the FCL from the fibula head and soft tissue peel off lesion are amenable to repair with a screw/K-wire or suture anchor (Fig. 4).

There are at least two good quality published studies comparing repair versus reconstruction for acute PLC injuries [19,20]. Levy et al. performed a retrospective study to compare the outcomes of early PLC repair followed by staged cruciate reconstruction versus only reconstructions for all ligaments in a MLKI cohort. They noted a 40% failure rate of PLC repairs requiring a revision reconstruction. Their regression analysis did not show any correlation with timing of surgery, severity of injury or location of the FCL/PLC tear [19]. A similar failure rate of 37% for PLC repair has been reported by Stannard, when comparing it with reconstruction. The difference in stability on clinical examination was significantly greater in the reconstruction compared to the repair group [20]. McCarthy et al. have on the other hand, reported no difference between these techniques in terms of patient reported outcome measures or laxity on stress radiography and much lower failure rates.

However, almost half of the patients who underwent a repair within 3 weeks of injury, had a distally based avulsion. Repair was recommended for such injuries due to favorable outcome [21]. A recent prospective multicenter study has evaluated the 6 years outcomes of concurrent ACL reconstruction and either PLC repair or reconstruction. PLC repairs were performed after a median 19 days of trauma while reconstruction was done after 121 days. There was no functional difference between the 2 groups. Interestingly patients who had a PLC reconstruction had lower activity scale scores [22].

3. Cruciate Ligament Injuries:
The results of operative treatment of ACL and PCL injuries are reported to be superior to conservative treatment. Surgery is necessary to provide sufficient stability to permit early functional rehabilitation. Trans-osseous repair of avulsion of the cruciates is a viable option to reconstruction, if performed with in the first 2 weeks after trauma [23]. Mariani et al. performed a retrospective comparative study of with three groups- group 1 having direct repair of both cruciates, group 2 having ACL reconstruction with hamstrings and PCL repair, and group 3 having PCL reconstruction with bone-patellar tendon-bone graft and ACL reconstruction with hamstring tendons. The results were reported after an average follow-up of 6.9 years. In terms of stability on a KT-2000 arthrometer and knee ROM, better results were reported after combined ACL and PCL reconstruction than direct suture repair. Based on their results, the authors did not recommend repair of the cruciate ligaments after a knee dislocation to achieve a stable knee and good range of motion [24]. Reconstruction of cruciates with autograft or allograft is the standard of care, especially in isolated injuries. However, in an MLKI scenario which is being operated upon for another indication (medial or lateral collateral surgery), a repair can be reasonable option if the ACL or PCL is avulsed off the femur and the tissue quality is good (Fig. 5).

A meta-analysis of 9 studies was performed by Frosh et al. to compare the results of repair versus reconstruction for the cruciates in MLKI. They reported poor outcomes when ACL and PCL injuries were managed non-operatively. However, no difference was reported between the suture repair and reconstruction groups in KD III and KD IV injuries. About 77.5% of patients who underwent ACL and PCL repair had good to
excellent outcomes. The severity and pattern of knee injury did effect the outcome, with PLC repair resulting in superior outcome, while MCL repair having no impact on the results [27]. Martinek et al. evaluated the timing of ACL and PCL repair or reconstruction on clinical outcomes in a retrospective study of 28 patients. Twenty two patients had surgery within 30 days of trauma (acute) and 6 were operated beyond this time (chronic). While 16 patients underwent repair for both cruciates, 12 had one ligament repaired and another reconstructed. They found that primary repair of ACL/PCL in the acute period was superior to delayed repair. These patients had satisfactory knee function in spite of some residual ligamentous laxity [27].

There is no universally accepted or “standard” technique of repairing the cruciates in MLKI injuries. We employ a technique previously described by us for arthroscopic femoral avulsion repair of ACL, with minor modifications [28]. A high strength suture like No. 2 FiberWire® (Arthrex, Naples, FL) is used. No special device is needed for suturing since this is done by open surgery and a size 6 Mayo needle is used for passing the free end of FiberWire®. If both are torn, the PCL is repaired first followed by ACL. The suturing is begun in the mid-substance of the ligament. Each end of the suture is passed 2-3 times progressing proximally and ensuring to incorporate both bundles, in a shoe-lace fashion. Both suture ends are retrieved at the avulsed proximal end and passed through a 4.75 mm Swivelock™ anchor (Arthrex, Naples, FL). The femoral ACL avulsion probed for tissue quality. (d) Repair of the ACL and augmentation performed with FiberTape® (Arthrex, Naples, FL). using our previously described technique [23].

Outcomes of Acute Ligament Repair

There is sparse literature comparing ligament repair and reconstructions for MLKI. Owens et al. reported the outcomes of 25 patients with 28 knee dislocations who had undergone primary ligament repairs and an early rehabilitation program, in a retrospective series with a mean follow-up of 48 months. The cruciates were approached through an anterior arthrotomy while posterolateral structures were repaired via a separate lateral approach. The patients had a mean extension loss of 1.9°, mean flexion loss of 10.2° and the functional outcome was comparable to the then published literature (2007) for ligament reconstruction in MLKI. All but 2 patients with bilateral dislocations were able to get back to their pre-injury occupation. The commonest complication seen in this series was arthrofibrosis in 5 patients (17.8%), all requiring arthroscopic adhesiolysis. The authors did mention that this treatment may not allow a high level athlete to return to competitive sports but allows adequate function for occupational or leisure activities [29]. Another retrospective series published almost a decade later (2016) included 17 patients (18 knees) and had a mean follow up of 4.8 years. In this series also, an open repair was performed for all torn ligaments within 5-10 days of injury. The authors used a high strength suture (Cobraixon®) and a running baseball suture technique for the repairs to allow early rehab. The patients had fairly good outcome on patient reported outcome measures but there was significant loss of range of motion compared to the contralateral knee. The commonest complaint in this series was also arthrofibrosis (16.6%) in 3 patients, where 1 underwent manipulation while 2 required arthroscopic adhesiolysis. Twelve patients returned to their previous occupation with no or little modification, four could return to light duty only while one patient with bilateral dislocations did not return to work [30].

A more recent multicenter case series of 69 knees undergoing open acute ligament repairs for KD III and KD IV used #2 FiberWire® for augmentation of the repairs. This ligament internal bracing was done to improve maximum load to failure of the repair construct. At a mean follow up was 14 months, the median loss of activity on the Tegner scale was 1. Re-operations were performed in 10 patients; 4 patients required arthroscopic adhesiolysis for stiffness (5.8%) while six underwent ligament reconstructions for symptomatic instability (8.7%). The authors did not recommend this technique be performed in obese patients with ultra-low velocity injuries or those with common peroneal nerve injuries due to poor outcomes [31]. Ranger et al. reported mean 6 year outcomes of acute repair of collateral and cruciates with LARS augmentation for MLKI in 111 patients. More 90% patients had good anterior stability while only 60% patients had good posterior stability on stress radiography using Telos. About 25-30% collateral repairs which did not have augmentation (avulsions or peel-offs) had residual laxity. Those with body mass index of >30 Kg/m² had worse outcomes and knee ROM. The commonest...
complication in this series was heterotrophic ossification (21.6%) followed by arthrofibrosis in 18 patients (16.2%). All these patients underwent open arthrolysis. Two revision were performed for re-tear of ACL grafts [32]. A technique of dynamic intraligamentary stabilization with primary repair has been described by Kohl et al. as a “biological concept”. They reported good functional results and patient satisfaction in the short-term in 35 patients (26-KD III, 9-KD IV). Two patients (5.7%) underwent arthroscopic adhesiolysis for arthrofibrosis while two patients (5.7%) had revision surgery by PLC reconstruction for persistent lateral laxity [33].

Table 1: Authors’ decision making approach in acute MLKI Surgery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anterior Cruciate Ligament</th>
<th>Posterior Cruciate Ligament</th>
<th>Medial Ligament Complex</th>
<th>Posterolateral Corner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Repair for femoral avulsions having good tissue quality using suture anchors</td>
<td>- Repair for femoral avulsions having good tissue quality. Two anchors for anterolateral and posteromedial bundle.</td>
<td>- Repair for grade 3 tibial avulsions using suture anchors</td>
<td>- Repair only for fibula sided bony avulsions or soft tissue peel offs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Early reconstruction (open or arthroscopic) for low velocity injuries with minimal bone marrow edema and good range of motion</td>
<td>- Early reconstruction (arthroscopic) for low velocity injuries with minimal bone marrow edema and capsular injury.</td>
<td>- Suture repair and augmentation with synthetic tapes or hamstrings tendon for mid-substance tears</td>
<td>- Isolated popliteus avulsion from femur can be repaired with a suture anchor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delayed or Staged reconstruction for mid-substance tears and high velocity injuries</td>
<td>- Bony avulsions can be repaired by arthroscopic or open surgery with screw fixation or transosseous pull-through technique.</td>
<td>- Femoral sided tears almost always conserved due to their propensity to heal.</td>
<td>- All other injuries undergo anatomic reconstruction by either the Modified Larson or LaPrade techniques in the early stage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Bony avulsions can be repaired by arthroscopic or open surgery with screw fixation or transosseous pull-through technique.</td>
<td>- Delayed or Staged reconstruction for high velocity injuries (Double bundle if associated with posterolateral corner instability)</td>
<td>- Residual laxity managed by reconstruction or InternalBrace™ during second stage surgery.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

Based on current literature, the approach adopted in our practice is as described in Table 1. We can safely deduce from the currently available literature that suture repair does have a role in acute management of MLKIs in selected, low demand patients. However, the risks of arthrofibrosis and revision surgery for a reconstructions must be explained to the patients undergoing an arthrotomy for cruciate repairs. Some form of synthetic augmentation seems reasonable although there is no strong science to support this presumption. A comparative study between homogenous injury groups would perhaps shed more light on the relevance of repair or reconstruction in acute surgery for MLKI.
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